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SOLUTIONS FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS

A complete solution for your business!

House Made Hospitality is a new and growing Sydney

based hospitality business with seven venues at

present and is due to double in size within the next 18

months, providing plenty of opportunities to grow and

progress. Owners of the famous Hinchcliff House that

encompasses Grana, Lana, ApollonIa and Bar

Mammoni.

73 TRIALS SET UP  

OVER 1,000 REACH
OUTS

Recruitment Solutions 

www.rentarecruiter.com.au

Europe, United States, Australia,
The Middle East

At a glance

CASE STUDY

37 PLACEMENTS
MADE

Rent a Recruiter helped House Made Hospitality to find an opening team for their new

cafe in just 3 weeks.

OUR OBJECTIVE IS YOUR SUCCESS



Recruitment has been very difficult for the hospitality industry, with a large number of

skilled hospitality staff leaving in search of more secure employment due to the Covid

lockdowns. Added to that, the market is missing over 500,000 overseas workers since the

pandemic started. Finding talent in this market is almost like finding a needle in a

haystack. With a brand new venue opening on the horizon, we had 3 weeks to find an

entire team of people. Never one to turn down a challenge, we took on the HMH account

and went to work finding staff to open the new venue.

RAR stepped in and got straight work on finding a team of 29 cooks/baristas and floor staff

to open This Way Canteen. We were able to secure an opening team in time for the open

day. Once the canteen was set up and ready RAR started working head office

roles such as Digital Marketing Manager, Senior Graphic Designer and an Exec Chef for

their next upcoming venue opening in Bondi.

A complete solution for your business!

DOMINIC FINLAY

DIRECTOR, HOUSE MADE HOSPITALITY 

“Jess and the Rent-A-Recruiter team have had a phenomenal

impact on our businesses: working quickly to source, screen and

set up interviews with candidates, we were able to boost our

team numbers for increasing trade and new business openings

at a rapid rate and with quality talent. I could not recommend

Jess and her team’s services more highly.”

www.rentarecruiter.com.au


